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A theoretical study of tunneling conductance in PrOs4Sb12 superconducting junctions
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The tunnel conductance in normal-metal/insulator/ProS4Sb12 junctions is theoretically studied, where skut-
terudite ProS4Sb12 is considered to be an unconventional superconductor. The conductance is calculated for
several pair potentials which have been proposed in recent work. The results show that the conductance is
sensitive to the relation between the direction of electric currents and the position of point nodes. The con-
ductance spectra often deviate from the shape of bulk density of states. The sub gap spectra have peak
structures in the case of the spin-triplet pair potentials. The results indicate that the tunnel conductance is a
useful tool to obtain information of the pairing symmetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superconductivity in cubic skutterudite PrOs4Sb12 ~POS!
has received much interest in recent years since it has
superconducting phases.1 The specific heat results2 show
jumps atTc151.82 K andTc251.75 K. Nowadays two such
superconducting phases are well known in a spin-triplet
perconductor UPt3 and a superfluid3He. A NQR experiment
shows the absence of the coherence peak, which sug
that POS is an unconventional superconductor.3 A thermal
conductivity experiment indicates six point nodes at~1,0,0!
direction and directions equivalent to~1,0,0! for the high-
temperature phase (H phase!4.

The mechanism and the symmetry of pairing have b
discussed in several theoretical studies.5–9 POS should be
distinguished from the other unconventional supercond
ors, in that it has a nonmagnetic ground state of the locali
f electrons in the crystalline electric field. The origin
heavy Fermion behavior in this compound has been
cussed in terms of the interaction of the electric quadrup
moments of Pr31 with the conduction electrons, rather tha
local magnetic moments as in the other heavy Fermion
perconductors. Therefore the relation between the super
ductivity and the orbital fluctuation off electron state has
aroused great interest; POS is a candidate for the first su
conductor mediated neither by electron-phonon nor magn
interactions. Hence it is of the utmost importance to de
mine the symmetry of the superconducting gap. At pres
however, the pairing symmetry of POS is still unclear. T
is simply because we lack both experimental data and th
retical analysis enough to address the pairing symmetry
far, a possibility of anisotropics wave symmetries has bee
discussed for spin-singlet Cooper pairs. In the lo
temperature phase (L phase!, an additional symmetry break
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ing decreases the number of point nodes to 4 or 2.9,6 The
spin-triplet superconductivity still has a possibility,7 where
the pairing interaction is mediated by the quadrupolar fl
tuations. The double transition is more easily constructed
spin-triplet pairing with degeneracy due to the time-rever
symmetry than the spin-singlet pairing.7 In a theory,5 unitary
and nonunitary spin-triplet states are proposed forH and L
phases, respectively.

Generally speaking, the tunneling spectra are expecte
reflect the bulk density of states~DOS! of superconductors
This is true for isotropics wave superconductors. In uncon
ventional superconductors, however, the tunneling spe
often differ from the bulk DOS. A zero-bias conductan
peak ~ZBCP! of high-Tc materials is an importan
example.10–18 The interference effect of a quasiparticle e
ables the zero-energy Andreev bound states on the F
energy at surfaces ofd wave superconductors.19,20 The for-
mation of the zero-energy states~ZES’s! is a universal phe-
nomenon expected in unconventional sup
conductors,11,21–25and affects the low-temperature behavi
of charge transport properties26–30 and the Josephso
current.31–44When the direction of the electric current dev
ates from thea axis of high-Tc superconductors, a large con
ductance peak is observed around the zero bias, which
flects the DOS of such surface states. When the curren
parallel to thea axis, on the other hand, the conductan
shape is close to that of the bulk DOS in high-Tc supercon-
ductors. Thus the tunneling spectra are essentially an
tropic in unconventional superconductors, which means
it is possible to extract useful information of the pairing sym
metry from tunneling spectra.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the differ
tial conductance in normal-metal/insulator/POS junctions
several pair potentials proposed in recent studies. The ju
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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tions are described by the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equati45

and the conductance is calculated from the normal and
Andreev46 reflection coefficients of junctions. We discu
candidates of pair potentials in anisotropics wave symmetry
for the spin-singlet pairing. The conductance is sensitive
the relation between the directions of currents and the p
tion of point nodes. In some cases, shapes of the conduct
deviate from those of the bulk DOS. In the spin-singlet pa
ing, we found that the conductance vanishes in the limit
the zero bias for most candidates. While in the spin-trip
pairing, we discuss the conductance for several candidate
pair potentials in theH and in L phases. The results sho
peak structures in the sub gap conductance for all candid

II. MODEL

We consider a junction between a normal metal~left hand
side! and a POS~right hand side! as shown in Fig. 1. The
geometry is chosen so that the current flows in thez direc-
tion. Periodic boundary conditions are assumed in the tra
verse directions to the current and the cross section of
junction isS.

The junction is described by the Bogoliubov-de Genn
~BdG! equation45,

E dr 8F d~r2r 8!ĥ0~r 8! D̂~r ,r 8!

2D̂* ~r ,r 8! 2d~r2r 8!ĥ0* ~r 8!
GF û~r 8!

v̂~r 8!
G

5EF û~r !

v̂~r !
G , ~1!

ĥ0~r !5F2
\2¹2

2m
2mF1V~r !G ŝ0 . ~2!

In POS, the pair potential is expressed in the Fourier tra
formation

D̂~R,r r !5
1

V (
k

D̂~k!eik•r r, ~3!

D̂~k!5H id~k!•ŝŝ2 : triplet

id~k!ŝ2 : singlet,
~4!

FIG. 1. The normal metal/POS junction is schematically illu
trated.
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for Zc.L, whereL is the thickness of the insulator as show
in Fig. 1, R5(Xc ,Yc ,Zc)5(r1r 8)/2, and r r5r2r 8. The
anisotropy of the pairing symmetry is characterized byD̂(k)
with k5(p,kz) andp5(kx ,ky). In normal metals and insu
lators, the pair potential is taken to be zero. The unit ma
and the Pauli matrices are denoted asŝ0 and ŝ j with j
51,2,3, respectively. Throughout this paper, we measure
energy and the length in units of the Fermi energymF

5\2kF
2/2m and 1/kF , respectively. The potential of the insu

lator is given by

V~r !5V0@Q~z!2Q~z2L !#, ~5!

andqz5kFA(V0 /mF)2(kz /kF)2 is the wave number in thez
direction at the insulator. The Andreev and the normal refl
tion coefficients of the junction are calculated analytically

r̂ ee52z0z1@ŝ02Ŵ#@ uz1u2ŝ02z0
2Ŵ#21, ~6!

r̂ he52e2 iws4k̄z
2q̄z

2D̂ (1)
† R̂(1)@ uz1u2ŝ02z0

2Ŵ#21, ~7!

R̂(6)5
1

2uq6u (
l 51

2 FKl ,6

D l ,6
2

P̂l ,6G , ~8!

D l ,65Aud6u22~21! l uq6u, ~9!

Kl ,65AE22D l ,6
2 2E, ~10!

P̂l ,65uq6uŝ02~21! lq6•ŝ, ~11!

q65 id63d6* , ~12!

Ŵ5R̂(2)D̂ (2)D̂ (1)
† R̂(1) , ~13!

z05
V0

mF
sinh~qzL !, ~14!

z15~ q̄z
22 k̄z

2! sinh~qzL !12i k̄zq̄z cosh~qzL !, ~15!

where ws is a macroscopic phase of superconductor,k̄z

5kz /kF , q̄z5qz /kF , and l ~51 or 2! indicates the spin
branch of a Cooper pair. These coefficients are character
by the two Fourier components of the pair potentials

D̂ (6)5H id6ŝ2 : d6[d~p,6kz!: singlet

id6•ŝŝ2 : d6[d~p,6kz!: triplet.
~16!

In unitary states, we find

R̂(6)5
AE22uD6u22E

uD6u2
ŝ0 , ~17!

uD6u5H ud6u : singlet

ud6u : triplet.
~18!

The differential conductance is given by47,48

-

6-2
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GNS~E!5
e2

h
Nc E

0

2p

df E
0

p/2

du sinu

3Tr@ŝ02 r̂ eer̂ ee
† 1 r̂ her̂ he

† #uE5eVbias
, ~19!

where kx5kF sinu cosf, ky5kF sinu sinf, kz5kF cosu,
Nc5SkF

2/(2p) is the number of the propagating channels
the Fermi surface, andVbias is the bias voltage applied to th
junctions. The normal conductance of the junction is a
calculated to be

GN5
2e2

h
NcTB , ~20!

TB5 E
0

2p

df E
0

p/2

du sinu
4k̄z

4q̄z
4

4k̄z
4q̄z

41z0
2

, ~21!

whereTB is the transmission probability of the junctions.

III. SPIN-SINGLET

Several candidates of pair potential are proposed theo
cally for the spin-singlet superconductivity.9,6 Here we show
two sets of pair potentials discussed in Ref. 6,

d~H1!5D0

3

2
~12 k̄x

42 k̄y
42 k̄z

4!, ~22!

d~L1!5D0~12 k̄y
42 k̄z

4!, ~23!

d~H2!5D0~12 k̄x
42 k̄y

4!, ~24!

d~L2!5D0~12 k̄y
4!, ~25!

whereD0 is the amplitude of the pair potential at the ze
temperature,k̄ j5kj /kF for j 5x, y andz are the normalized
wave numbers on the isotropic Fermi surface. When theH
phase is described byd(H1)@d(H2)#, the correspondingL
phase is characterized byd(L1)@d(L2)#. In these pair po-
tentials, anisotropics wave symmetry is assumed to have
number of point nodes. In what follows, we define ‘‘nod
directions (nnd)’’ in which the pair potential has point nodes
The pair potential ofd(H1), for instance, has six poin
nodes. The node directions are (k̄x ,k̄y ,k̄z)5(61,0,0), (0,
61,0), and (0,0,61). The thermal conductivity experimen
indicates at least six point nodes in theH phase. In Fig. 2, we
show the tunneling conductance of the pair potentials
d(H1) andd(L1) for several choices ofLkF . Throughout
this paper, we fixV0 /mF52.0 and choose three values
LkF such as 0.0, 0.5, and 2.0. The transmission probabilit
junctions TB are about 1.0, 0.4, and 0.003 forLkF
50.0, 0.5 and 2.0, respectively. In what follows, the juncti
with LkF52.0 is refereed to as the low transparent junct
or the junction withTB!1.

The results in Fig. 2~a! are the conductance for Eq.~22!.
In the limit of TB!1, the conductance shape is close to t
of the bulk DOS denoted by a dot-dash line. Here the den
of states are normalized by those of the normal state at
18450
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Fermi energy. When the pair potential are given in Eq.~23!,
the conductance depends on the current direction. In Fi
~b!, the current is parallel to the node direction ofd(L1)
~i.e., I //nnd). The conductance shape in the limit ofTB!1
becomes similar to that found in Fig. 2~a!. When the current
is perpendicular to the node direction~i.e., I'nnd), on the
other hand, the large enhancement of the conductance is
at E5D0 as shown in Fig. 2~c!. Thus the tunneling spectr
become anisotropic because of the anisotropy in the pair
tential. The conductance shapes deviate from those of
bulk DOS even in the limit ofTB!1 in both Figs. 2~b! and
2~c!.

In Fig. 3, we show the tunneling spectra for Eqs.~24! and
~25!. The pair potential ofd(H2) is equivalent tod(L1)
under an appropriate rotation. Thus Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! are
the same with Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!, respectively. There are two
point nodes in the direction of (0,61,0) in d(L2).

In Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!, the current is parallel and perpen
dicular to the node directions ofd(L2), respectively. In Fig.
3~d!, there is a large peak atE5D0 and the subgap conduc
tance has the same U shape as that of the bulk DOS. On
other hand in~c!, the singularity atE5D0 is slightly sup-
pressed and the sub gap conductance has a V shape. In
3~c! and 3~d!, the anisotropy of the pair potential mainl
appears in the shape of the sub gap conductance.

When theH phase is characterized by Eq.~22!, an aniso-
tropic s1 id wave pair potential in theL pahse was propose
by Goryo9

d~L3!5D0F3

2
~12 k̄x

42 k̄y
42 k̄z

4!1 i ~ k̄z
22 k̄x

2!G . ~26!

In the second term, thed-wave component multiplied byi
breaks the time-reversal symmetry. The pair potential in
~26! has two point nodes on the Fermi surface in (0,61,0)

FIG. 2. The tunneling spectra ofd(H1) in ~a! and those of
d(L1) in ~b! and ~c!. In ~b!, the current is parallel to the nod
directions ofd(L1). In ~c!, the current is perpendicular to the nod
directions ofd(L1). The transmission probability of the junction i
the normal states is denoted byTB .
6-3
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directions. In Fig. 4~a!, we show the conductance for E
~26!, where the current is perpendicular to the node direct
When the current is parallel to the node direction, the c

ductance is plotted in~b!, where k̄z
22 k̄x

2 in Eq. ~26! is re-

placed byk̄x
22 k̄y

2 .
In both ~a! and ~b!, the conductance in low transpare

junctions has a peak aroundE;D0. The conductance in~a!
is almost zero forE,0.75D0 and are close to the bulk DO
for E.0.75D0. On the other hand in~b!, the conductance
deviates from the bulk DOS even in the limit ofTB!1 and
has the V shape subgap structure. The anisotropy of the

FIG. 3. The tunneling spectra ofd(H2) in ~a! and~b! and those
of d(L2) in ~c!–~d!. In ~a! and~c!, the current is parallel to the nod
directions. In~b! and ~d!, the current is perpendicular to the nod
directions.

FIG. 4. The tunneling spectra ofd(L3) are shown in~a! and~b!.
The current is perpendicular to the node directions in~a!. In ~b!, the
current is perpendicular to the node directions. In~c!, the conduc-
tance is plotted ford(H3).
18450
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potential appears in the shape of the sub gap conductanc
well as those in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!.

In addition to Eq.~22!, it is possible to consider a pai
potential with 6 point nodes by using gap functions of t
cubic symmetry (Oh).49 For example, a simple linear com
bination of threed wave gap functions

d~H3!5D0~ k̄xk̄y1 k̄yk̄z1 k̄zk̄x!, ~27!

has six point nodes. We show the conductance ford(H3) in
Fig. 4~c!. The pair potentiald(H3) changes its sign on th
Fermi surface, which is the most important difference b
tween Eq.~27! and Eqs.~22!–~26!. As a consequence, th
conductance has the ZBCP as shown in Fig. 4~c! because a
relationd1;2d2 is approximately satisfied foruk̄zu;1.

IV. SPIN-TRIPLET

As well as the spin-singlet superconductivity, a possibil
of the spin-triplet superconductivity is also discussed
POS.7 Ichioka et al. proposed a pair potential for theH
phase5

d~H1!5D0A27

8
~ k̄x1 i k̄y!~ k̄y1 i k̄z!~ k̄z1 i k̄x!e1 , ~28!

wheree1 , e2 ande3 are three unit vectors in the spin spac
Although Eq. ~28! is not included in the gap functions o
cubic symmetry (Oh), it explains 6 point nodes on th
kx , ky , andkz axes.

In Fig. 5, we show the conductance for the spin-trip
pair potentials in Eq.~28! for several choices ofTB . When
the d vector has a single component, Eq.~13! becomes

Ŵ5
K1K2

ud1uud2u
eif22 if1ŝ0 , ~29!

d65eud6ueif6, ~30!

wheree is a unit vector which points the direction of thed
vector. In the case ofeif22 if1521, the ZBCP appears be
cause of the ZES.20 Wheneif22 if151, on the other hand, a

FIG. 5. The tunneling spectra ofd(H1). The transmission prob
ability of the junction in the normal states is denoted byTB .
6-4
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peaklike structure is expected aroundE5D0. In Eq. ~28!,
eif22 if1 is a complex value because the pair poten
breaks the time-reversal symmetry. In such a situation,
resonance energy deviates from bothE50 andE5D0 and
the resonance peak is expected betweenE50 andE5D0.20

As a result, the conductance peak can be seen in the sub
region as shown in Fig. 5. The bulk DOS vanishes atE
50, whereas the conductance remains a finite value eve
the limit of TB!1, which reflects the surface states due
the interference effect of a quasiparticle.

When theH phase is described by Eq.~28!, corresponding
pair potential in theL phase are given by

d~L1!5D0@~ k̄x1 i k̄y!~ k̄y1 i k̄z!~ k̄z1 i k̄x!e11 k̄xe2#,
~31!

or

d~L2!5D0@~ k̄x1 i k̄y!~ k̄y1 i k̄z!~ k̄z1 i k̄x!e11~ k̄x1 i k̄z!e2#.
~32!

These pair potentials are in the nonunitary states. In thL
phase, some of point nodes are removed by adding thp
wave component to thed vector in Eq.~28!. There are 4 and
2 point nodes in Eqs.~31! and ~32!, respectively. Since it is
difficult to determine the relative amplitudes ofe1 and e2
components, we simply add them with an equal amplitu
In Fig. 6, we show the conductance in theseL phase pair
potentials. When the current flows in the node direct
of Eq. ~31!, the results are plotted in~a!. The conductance fo
smallTB has a peak aroundE50.3D0 which may come from
the large peak in Fig. 5. The DOS has a small peak
E51.3D0 which corresponds to the maximum value
D1,6 in Eq. ~9!. In ~b!, the current is perpendicular to th
node direction of Eq.~31!, where thee2 component in Eq.
~31! is replaced byk̄ze2. The conductance for smallTB has a
large amplitude around the zero bias. In spin-triplet sup

FIG. 6. The tunneling spectra ofd(L1) in ~a! and~b! and those
of d(L2) in ~c! and ~d!. The current flows in the node direction i
~a! and~d!. In ~b! and~c!, the node direction is perpendicular to th
current.
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conductors,d252d1 represents the condition for the pe
fect formation of the ZES. Actually whend15d5nd2 with
n561, the Andreev reflection probability becomes

RA5Trr̂ her̂ he
† 5 (

l
U 4k̄2q̄2D lKl

4k̄2q̄2D l
21z0

2~D l
22nKl

2!
U2

. ~33!

In the limit of E→0 andz0@1, this goes to

RA5H 2S 4k̄2q̄2

2z0
2 D 2

: n51,

2 : n521,

~34!

where spin degree of freedom give rise to a factor 2. Th
the zero-bias conductance is independent ofTB when
d252d1 is satisfied. The pair potential in~b! partially sat-
isfies the condition because thee2 component is an odd func
tion of kz . As a consequence, the conductance atE50 in-
creases with decreasingTB as shown in ~b!. Thus the
anisotropy of the pair potential in Eq.~31! appears the con
ductance shape around the zero bias. The conductanc
Eq. ~32! has a large peak as shown in~c!, which is also
explained by the ZES. On the other hand, the conducta
linearly decreases with decreasingE in ~d!, where (k̄x

1 i k̄z)e2 in Eq. ~32! is replaced by (k̄y1 i k̄x)e3. A peak
aroundE50.8D0 may come from the large subgap peak
Fig. 5. We note that the position of the subgap peaks m
depends on parameters such as the thickness of the insul
layer and the relative amplitudes among the componentsd
vectors.

For theH phase, there are another candidates of the
potentials such as5

d~H2!5D0@ k̄xe11 k̄yee21 k̄ze
2e3#, ~35!

d~H3!52D0@ k̄x~ k̄z
22 k̄y

2!e11 k̄y~ k̄x
22 k̄z

2!e21 k̄z~ k̄y
22 k̄x

2!e3#,
~36!

d~H4!52D0@ k̄x~ k̄z
22 k̄y

2!e11 k̄y~ k̄x
22 k̄z

2!ee2

1 k̄z~ k̄y
22 k̄x

2!e2e3#, ~37!

wheree5ei2p/3. The pair potential in Eq.~35! is similar to
that of Barian-Werthamer~BW! states50 described by

d~BW!5D0@ k̄xe11 k̄ye21 k̄ze3#. ~38!

Equation~35!, however, is in the nonunitary states becau
of a phase factor. One spin branch has a full gap, other
eight point nodes in (61,61,61) directions. The node di-
rections of this pair potential contradict to the experimen
results. In Fig. 7, we show the conductance for Eqs.~35! in
~a!. For comparison, we also show the conductance of
BW states in~b!. The conductance forTB!1 increases rap-
idly with increasingE and has a peak aroundE50.2D0 as
shown in ~a!. We note that the conductance spectra of
BW state in ~b! also show a peak aroundE50.5D0. The
peak structure may indicate some surface states of the
type superconductors because the bulk DOS only hav
peak at E5max(D1,6)51.4D0 in ~a! and E5D0 in ~b!.
6-5
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Whend vectors have more than two components, the sha
of the conductance spectra tend to have subgap peaks. M
ematically speaking, whend2 is not parallel tod1* , the
product of the two pair potentials in Eq.~13! becomes

D̂ (2)D̂ (1)
† 5d2•d1* ŝ01 id23d1* •ŝ. ~39!

The second term is a source of the sub gap peaks in the
type states. At present, however, we have not yet confirm
an existence of some surface states. In Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!,
we show the conductance for Eqs.~36! and ~37!, respec-
tively. There are 14 point nodes on the Fermi surface in E
~36! and~37!. Although the number of point nodes are larg
than that found in the experiment, these pair potentials
plain the six point nodes inkx , ky , and kz directions. The
conductance in Fig. 7~c! shows peak structures atE
50.36D0 and 0.76D0. These peaks are far from a peak in t
bulk DOS at E5D0. The conductance in Fig. 7~d! also
shows peak structures atE50.13D0 , 0.34D0 and 0.86D0.
However, there is no structure in the bulk DOS around
lowest peak. In addition to Eqs.~35!–~37!, the polar state
and the Anderson-Brinkman-Morel~ABM !51 state are pro-
posed forH phase of the spin-triplet pairing7

d~polar!5D0k̄ze3 , ~40!

d~ABM !5D0~ k̄x1 i k̄y!e3 . ~41!

The transition to L phase is caused by the spin-orb
coupling.7 The polar state in Eq.~40! has a line node atk̄z
50 and the ABM state in Eq.~41!has two point nodes a
k̄z51. In Fig. 8 ~a!, we show the conductance in Eq.~40!,
where a plain including the line node,kz50, is perpendicu-
lar to the current. The results show the ZBCP because
~40! satisfiesd252d1 . In ~b!, we show the conductance i
the ploar state, wherek̄z in Eq. ~40! is replaced byk̄x and a
plain including the line node,kx50, is parallel to the cur-

FIG. 7. The tunneling spectra ofd(H2) in ~a!, d(H3) in ~c!, and
d(H4) in ~d!. The conductance for BW states is shown in~b! for
comparison.
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rent. The conductance at the zero-bias vanishes in the l
of TB!1 and increases linearly with increasingE. The shape
of the conductance, however, deviates from that of the b
DOS.

In Fig. 8~c!, we show the conductance in Eq.~41!, where
the node direction is parallel to the current. In low transp
ent junctions, the conductance vanishes in the limit ofE
→0. The shape of the conductance, however, deviates f
that of the bulk DOS. In~d!, we show the conductance i

the ABM state, wherek̄x1 i k̄y in Eq. ~41! is replaced by

k̄z1 i k̄x and the node direction is perpendicular to the c
rent. The broad ZBCP appears because Eq.~41! satisfies

d252d1 only whenuk̄zu51.23 The height of the ZBCP is
expected to be much larger in junctions with thicker insul
ing layers. The transmission probability for perpendicular
jection to the thicker insulating layers become much lar
than those for another incident angles. As a consequence
condition d252d1 is better satisfied in junctions with
thicker insulators.

In comparison with the spin-singlet pairing, the condu
tance in the spin-triplet superconductivity tends to have
subgap structures. The peak structures in Figs. 5, 6~a!, and
6~d! are stemming from the broken time-reversal symme
states in Eq.~28!. The ZES is responsible for the peak
around the zero-bias in Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!. The d vectors
with multicomponents are the origin of the peaks in Fig.
Thus POS may be the spin-triplet superconductors if the s
gap conductance shows complicated peak structures in
periments. The argument, however, is still a guess base
the calculated results. This is because it may be possibl
consider another pair potentials with six point nodes.

In this paper, we do not consider the self-consistency
the pair potential near the junction interface. It is empirica
known that the depletion of the pair potential modifies t
conductance structure aroundE5D0 or maximum ofD1,6 .
Our conclusions remain unchanged even in the s

FIG. 8. The tunneling spectra ofd(polar) in ~a! and ~b!. Those
for d(ABM) are in ~c! and ~d!.
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consistent pair potential unless the self-consistency does
change the symmetry of the pair potential and/or the num
of components ind vectors.

V. CONCLUSION

We have discussed the differential conductance in norm
metal/insulator/POS junctions based on the Bogoliubov
Gennes equation. For spin-singlet pairing, the conductanc
calculated for three candidates of pair potentials in the an
tropic s wave symmetry. The results show that the cond
tance spectra depend strongly on the relation between
direction of currents and that of nodes. We found that
conductance vanishes in the limit of the zero bias and the
no anomalous behavior around the zero bias for these ca
dates. The conductance fors1 id wave symmetry in theL
phase and that ford wave symmetry in theH phase are also
demonstrated. In the case of spin-triplet superconductiv
we discuss the conductance for six candidates of pair po
tials in theH phase and two candidates in theL phase. The
results show peak structures in the subgap conductanc
all candidates. The broken-time reversal symmetry states
zero-energy states andd vectors with multi components aris
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